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Looking Back And Looking Forward
By Enok Mortensen
If the newly formed Danish-American Heritage Society is to
accomplish what it so boldly visualizes it must focus on two
primary aims.
It must somehow convince, it not thousands, then at least a
substantial number of Danish-Americans of the importance of
its stated purposes, so that the Society can be adequately
supported and become a vital force . Secondly, it must solve
the difficult problem not only of collecting archivalia, but of
maintaining central depositories, museums, or at least some
kind of cultural service center. Swedish-Americans have their
fine institute at Minneapolis, Norwegians their St. Olaf's and
Decorah, and Finnish-Americans have Suomi College at
Hancock, but where in this age of ethnic awareness does one
turn to learn something about Danish-Americans?
Not that we haven't had organizations . We have had
hundreds of them, but we have been running in all directions .
There have been temperance societies, language societies,
singing societies, school societies, gymnastic, and rifle
societies, sewing, and soldier societies. In 1927 there were 21
different Danish organizations in New York, and even today
Bien lists no less than 17 organizations in Los Angeles; but we
have had no central agency, no coordination, and no
historical society.
For the record let it be known that we have tried. In 1887
F.L. Grundtvig and others visualized a society that would
embrace all Danes in America, regardless of special interests
and affiliations. The invitation to join Dansk Folkesamfund
read as follows :
There are already here in America a large number of
Danish societies with various purposes, but based on our
experience, we feel that there is a need for a society that
can gather all in America who are united in a desire to
preserve the Danish and who will work toward and support
serious efforts to perpetuate the cultural heritage of our
Fathers and bring it to fruition, not only for ourselves and
our Fatherland , but also for the benefit of the country with
which we have now become tied with strong bonds .
To my mind it was a noble project and at the outset the
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winds were favorable. In the ' nineties the Society numbered
some 600 members all over the country, in addition to a local
chapter in Denmark which issued Kors og Stjerne, a
publication which for some years (1889-1925) served as a
cultural bridge between the old country and the new land.
The founders of the Society have been labeled unrealistic
romanticists . Nevertheless, they visualized their organization
as a unifying force and as a means by which Danish
immigrants might channel and bequeath to the emerging
American culture their ancient and cherished legacy . In a
later article I hope to trace in more detail the history and the
demise of the Folk Society; for the present let it be stated
that it floundered not only because of indifference among
immigrants, but because of parochial pietism and petty self
interests.

OTHER ATTEMPTS
In the early 'eighties Rasmus Andersen and P.S. Vig wrote
articles pointing out the importance of collecting and
preserving historical data dealing with the life of the Danish
immigrant. They were both Lutheran pastors but having been
educated in Danish folk schools they were both interested in
history, and their private collections of archivalia represent
the first attempt to establish a Danish-American archive.
Unfortunately they were almost the only ones concerned .
Pastors were fighting doctrinal battles and bitter feuds
fragmented the churches . Other immigrants were busy making
a living, totally unaware that they were making history; they
were living it! But in one of the first issues of Dagen
(published at Minneapolis 1900-04) another pastor and folk
school man, Kristian Ostergaard, again brought up the idea of
collecting historical material. As far as I know, not one of the
many Danish-American periodicals published then supported
the idea, but Ostergaard refused to give up. In the fall of 1905
he wrote an article in Dannevirke, announcing the founding
of Dansk-amerikansk Historisk Selskab. Benedict Nordentoft,
who was president of Grand View College at the time, served
as archivist and Ostergaard himself was president. The
incorporation papers of the group are preserved in the
archives at Grand View College.
Ostergaard was "confident that the intelligent DanishAmerican press would take up the matter", and the press did ,
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but not quite as he had anticipated . Most papers merely
announced the founding of the Society, others were sharply
critical. Ugebladet in Minneapolis objected to the fact that all
the charter members of the group were church people and
called for representation from fraternal organizations and the
world of business.
It was certainly true that most of the members were
associated with the Danish Lutheran Church, but at the time
they seemed to be the only ones interested! It was perhaps a
countermove against the dominance of the church people in
cultural affairs that led to the formation, in 1906, of The
Dansk-Amerikansk Selskab. Leaders were Ivar Kirkegaard of
Racine, Halvor Jacobsen of San Francisco, Eckardt V . Eskesen
of Perth Amboy, and Charles Ryberg of Perth Amboy . Max
Henius of Chicago joined the group in 1908. The new
organization sponsored tours by leading artists from Denmark
but the primary purpose was to arrange an annual folkefest in
Denmark where returned immigrants might meet friends and
relatives, and this eventually led to the famous Rebild
festivals. There was no communication between the two
organizations . Henius' group, later to be called the Rebild
Society, concentrated its efforts around the festival in
Denmark, Ostergaard's organization was closely assocaited
with Grand View College of the Danish Lutheran Church . In
1906 the Synod convention gave Ostergaard's Society
permission to establish an archive at Grand View College and
he again appealed for financial support. One could join the
group for the modest sum of fifty cents, but few people did
and the Society gradually disintegrated .
Some material, however, had been collected and stored at
Grand View College, but the "archives" were nothing more
than a large safe in the basement of the College. Nordentoft,
the designated archivist, left the presidency of the college in
1910, and under the shifting regimes of his successors no one
really was responsible for the archivalia. Little material was
collected and what was there received scant care . Nothing
was professionally catalogued and newspapers were folded
and stacked in piles on the floor of the ill-lit cubby hole.
The whole matter of a historical society rested until 1927
when the eminent journalist Georg Strandvold in an article in
Dannevirke described what Norwegians and Swedes had done
in this area, and he urged Danish-Americans to do something
7

similar, but his appeal met little response. A little later that
year Johanne Hansen of Albert Lea in Minnesota, who for
years had clipped news items about anything that had to do
with Danish immigrants, wrote an article suggesting the
building of an immigrant museum , but again there seemed to
be a lack of interest.

THE ARCHIVES AT AALBORG
In 1929 Max Henius on one of his annual trips to Rebild
conceived the idea of an immigrant museum - in Denmark !
He managed to get financial support for the project, and the
city council in Aalborg (just a few miles from Rebild ) was
quick to sense the value of having yet another tourist
attraction in their midst and readily donated the estate
Sohngaardsholm as the site for what was called Dan-America
Archives (later renamed Danes Worldwide Archives). The
archives were dedicated July 3, 1932, as a part of the Rebild
festivals, and under the able leadership of the librarian , Svend
Waendelin , thousands of books, brochures, periodicals,
letters, and manuscripts were collected and catalogued .
Supporters of the archives met in New York in December of
1932 and founded still another organization, Dansk-amerikansk historisk Forening, but according to Eskesen, the
treasurer of the association, "the cause never got momentum ,
and it has been dormant since its inception". Eskesen was
deeply disappointed and his later attempts to revitalize the
organization were in vain .
Dansk Folkesamfund during all these years had been kept
alive by a handful of zealous members who met in small
groups in several Danish-American communities. As a result
of its investments associated with its colony projects, the
organization had accumulated some funds, and in 1940 the
local chapter at Omaha made a motion to use some of these
toward the publication of a history of the Danish immigrant.
The motion was discussed by all members. In Clinton , Iowa,
the current pastor (who shall here be nameless) opined that
"it would be wasted efforts to publish such a book, it would
cost a lot of money, and there would be no market for it; and
on the whole he did not believe we could find a man capable
of writing such a book" (Minutes of Clinton D .F., Jan. 5,
1941). There was only scattered support for the motion and
the project was dropped .
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Shortly before his death, in 1943, Eskesen once again wrote
articles calling for the revitalization of a historical society,
and now, suddenly, some interest was aroused. But while
there was unanimity as to the need for it, there was anything
but agreement as to the location of it. August L. Bang, the
editor of Dannevirke, wanted it in Minneapolis, P.C. Jensen,
the official historian and archivist of the United Danish
Lutheran Church, wanted it in Blair, Nebraska. Johannes
Knudsen pointed out that Grand View College had plans for
improved archival facilities, and Sigurd Pedersen recommended the historic Stone Hall at Tyler, in Minnesota.
Much ink flowed but there was little action resulting in the
founding of a society which represented all phases of DanishAmerican life. As usual, each group zealously guarded its own
narrow interests. In 1932 the United Danish Lutheran Church
(Blair) formed a "History and Archives Committee".
Unbelievably, it took 12 more years before the Danish
Lutheran Church (GVC) appointed an archivist. I was asked to
serve as such and also function as the Synod's official
historian . At first I declined because I lived in Tyler,
Minnesota, far away from Des Moines, but when no one else
seemed interested, I accepted and served in that capacity
until the merger with other Lutherans in 1%2.
My own collection of archivalia which I brought to Des
Moines in 1947 was substantial. The material from the safe in
the Old Main was rescued and placed in the adequate room
which Johannes Knudsen had made available at Grand View
College, and through the years the archives grew to contain a
rich deposit of historical material. The Lutheran merger of
1%2 unfortunately resulted in a decision to have all four
constituent bodies of the Lutheran Church in America
centralize their archives in connection with the newly built
Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago. Consequently, and
much against my wish, all the material dealing specifically
with the Danish Church was sent to Chicago, while were were
allowed to keep the ethnic material at Grand View College.
Since it is very difficult for any immigrant group, and
especially ours, to distinguish between ecclesiastical material
and ethnic archivalia, is is now somewhat difficult to know
where to look for specific items.
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AND WHAT NOW?
The above account is written not as criticism but as a
challenge. To reiterate: there must be some hundreds of
Danish-Americans with a concern for perpetuating the
cultural and spiritual values that have given our lives meaning
and content. We must find one another and communicate,
not in a vain attempt to build little Danish enclaves, not in
nostalgic handwarming at the dying embers of the past, but
out of a conviction that our lives are not our own making.
We are nourished by those who have lived before us . We are
not enchained by the past, we are sustained and enriched by
it.
As a historian of sorts I was asked by a New York publisher
to write a comprehensive history of the Danish immigrant. I
was delighted to be asked and toyed with the idea for a
while, but there was no promise of advance royalties and I
could not afford the necessary journeys and other expenses
involved in the research, and so reluctantly I had to give it
up. An organization which could have provided a few
thousand dollars for such a project would have been a great
help.
And speaking of research, another difficulty for historians
has been that our material has been scattered all over. We
have archives in Des Moines, in Blair, in Chicago, at
Dubuque, and in Denmark, not to mention the wealth of
material in a number of State libraries and Archives. I doubt
that it is possible now to establish a central depository (as
was suggested at the recently held Scan-presence 11), but we
can and we should provide regional archives and museums. It
is commendable that Sonja Larsen (in Elk Horn-Kimballton
Review, Nov. 3, 1977) has suggested Elk Horn as a fitting
place for a Danish-American center, and that Johannes
Knudsen (in Kirke og Folk, Aug. 1974) has mentioned the
Stone Hall at Tyler. My own efforts and that of Thorvald
Hansen's to get Grand View College to provide facilities for
such purposes have met little response . We must of course
continue to support the archives at Aalborg, but it is
absolutely necessary that we have something of our own in
this country!
Initially we must become active in the search for, and in
careful preservation of historical data . At the same time, it is
equally important that information be provided as to where
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the material can be found . It is my hope that the Danish
American Heritage Society will be able to serve as a clearing
house, and it will tackle the gigantic task of cataloguing
archivalia, and that it will be able not only to encourage
research, but to support it financially.
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